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� :ي�E:1  !"1 و آ.=3C 8ا-AB د=.$@ ا�ه#96 د=.ل ا$*4.ت 1:#9 81 567 ا$#34ب 01/.-, +*( )'اف و ا$#"!  ا

 A$96 أG=31��CC#.رات ا$"رو)96 آ3P .#6نO. هA اول CCO1#3، آ.�M.ن6. +.د ).ش -AB ا$"�=.ت ا$#IJCة ا�ا�CC#.ر، ا
�C6#@؟ ل  ST/( و UUU ا$#34ب AP 3و#CCO6او آI(Free Trade Agreement 5W!و A$3 أJ$ري ا.BC$دل ا.MC$ا UUU ل 

 90� AP ؟ 2004ا$#34ب@C6#�UUU د=.ل ا$/B"ات ان ا$#34ب و� آI( 3#CCO6ا  UU ):\ا S7 )'اف د=.ل، S7 )'اف د=.ل 
 8G$ 3ى و_�)Iا c( .="a"=. آCCO6#3 1  1  ه\اك J( Aa.1.ل 3PنO. و� ا�M.ن6. و� )W` ا$I*Mان ا�ورو)96 ا

*4.ت UUU ن._\ اf6#$.ل د=.$A، أن. -"$Iت AP ا�E1UU 96G=31 ه\ا ه" +eش ا$#34ب +.Ad اه#96 آ36Mة $ا$"�=.ت ا$#IJCة 
96Oر ).$/3نI:03ت آMو آ UUU 96(341 g I#J$9 ا*h.+ ...A$ء د=.و.!Ij�+eش؟ W- . 81*#5 اAP 36k 96(34#$ )3ا 1  ا

96O9 و !3ى آ*@ و !3ى آ3=.-@ آ*:. ).$/3نJ*c$.( رI:6آ.ن آ I6$96... 567 ا$"اO3ن/$.( Aa S3ات آ! Aه )C7 ةI$ا$"ا.  
�WC#.ر:س�   I:+ AP ا
607.، أن. نlcت h.+ AP*9 أ$A $94 د=.$:. هA ا$*94 ا$/3ن96O و آI:0رو ).$/3ن96O و دا). وI:0- .="a .06$رو  ا=@، :ي

96(34#$.( . Ac$ه\ا ا UUU 96Oر ).$/3نI:0ار آI*$  ن3ج A1 34)96 و#$.( A+.- ء.!Ij�3o0- A1ج AP )3ا آI:0ر 1  ا
e_ و UUU آ.=8 و A$أ AP 36k S#WCOCآ ،p*#WCOCCا$#34ب، 1. آ AP ه.ش )'اف"*#WCO3)96 1. آ.نW$ص ا$*94 ا

961"GJ$ت ا.O�r#$91، ا.W$ت ا.O�r1 AP UUU ل AP ارسI#$ا . A$أ A96 هOا$/3ن t9، راj.o$3آ.ت اc$ا AP .1أ
 "6P3C0$ @*ن آ"G6- UUU S4c$ا AM*u- ه\اك ).ش A1 اب و"BC�آG6"ن آ*@ ).$/3ن96O آA1 ،w*4C آI- A4MCوزي ه\ا ا

9='6*Bن�.( �و $8G ض3وري _z ا$"ا3W= I7ف ا$e+ 96(3Wش؟ )56J آ.=8 ا$3W$.( xJy)96 آ.=8 �C6#@؟ . و
96(3W$ن" ).$94 ا"GCآ A$6'ون96 أ/*C$3ات، آ.=8 ا$|0.ة اc0$ا .  

    
 
English translation: 

 
Y: Foreign languages are important because Morocco is open to many… Its strategic 
location is very important and there are many foreign investors like France, which is the 
first investor, Spain and then we have the USA, which just started to invest in Morocco 
thanks to the Free Trade Agreement, which Morocco signed in 2004 and opened many 
opportunities for Morocco to invest. So, it is no longer just France, Spain and some 
European countries, it has now started step by step to make investments with the USA. 
This is why Morocco is giving foreign languages great importance. Let’s take the 
example of myself: I was born, alhamdulillah1, amongst a Moroccan family and I grew 
up speaking French. I learned Moroccan [Arabic dialect] outside with my friends. Why? 
It is because my father spoke Techlhit and he completed all his studies in French. My 
mother also studied everything in French… 
S: During the period of [French] colonization. 
Y: Yes! I grew up in a family that speaks French but nowadays we started to speak in 
Moroccan. When I go outside, I speak Moroccan with my friends and when I come back 
home, I speak French. This is what I think. We don’t use [Standard] Arabic much in 
Morocco; it is not used much. It is only used in schools and public and government 
institutions, whereas in private companies, the only language used is French. If you were 

                                                 
1 Alhamdulillah: Thank God (literally: “Praise Allah”): An Arabic expression used in a variety of contexts, 
but most often to express thankfulness for or an awareness of grace in any good thing.  
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to have an interview for a job, the whole interview would be in either French or English. 
But, it is necessary to know [Standard] Arabic. Why? It is because there are newspapers 
in [Standard] Arabic, news bulletins, TV channels that are in [Standard] Arabic.  
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